X25
Autosteering

The X25 features the same farmer-friendly on-screen navigation menus,
drag-and-drop mini-views and user configurable dashboard as its bigger
sibling, the X30. It can simultaneously display 3 separate functions onscreen and is rugged, reliable, easy-to-use, and offers ISO compatibility.
It allows adoption of precision farming practices into more operations
to lower input costs, increase machine automation, and enable higher
operational efficiency. The X25 is available with feature packages that
provide flexibility for virtually any size operation.
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A Powerful Console for
Machine Control and
Autosteering

Autosteering

Much more than guidance and steering
High Performance 8.4 inch Touchscreen
Console.
The X25 touchscreen console is designed to offer highaccuracy autosteering and full-featured precision
machine control for smaller cab environments or

Features / Advantages
Full range of manual and autoguidance patterns
Simple, intuitive, icon-based, user-definable interface
Multi-touch screen with mini-view drag-and-drop info
windows

the more price conscious producer. With Basic and

Easy setup on leading market vehicles

Advanced feature packages, it is designed to grow as

Full mapping and data management capability

needed, and is fully capable on any operation.

Bright, sunlight-readable display
Full ISO UT and ISO TC embedded

Horizon Software brings unmatched crossfunctionality and ease-of-use
Horizon has been developed by Topcon to be a unique
user interface for agricultural applications that offers an
easy interface with any of the Topcon X Family Consoles.
Horizon allows users to move from one console to
another and still experience the same views, buttons and
intuitive interface. Allows a farm or custom application
business to have all of their employees capable of
operating any of their Topcon X Family consoles in any
vehicle.

Agricultural solution providers.
TAC specialise in agricultural solutions that increase farm efficiency
& productivity, providing peace of mind and increased yields.
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Basic and advanced feature packages for any size
operation
Exportable boundary, coverage, logging and as-applied
maps
Easy-to-learn, easy-to-use, easy-to-upgrade as needs
grow

